
ATS CONSULTING
ACQUIRES PRIMEFORCE 
UKG SERVICES PRACTICE

New York, NY — ATS Management Consulting has acquired primeFORCE LLC, a 
consultancy group focused on workforce management solutions.

The purchase is aimed at further expansion of ATS’s capabilities as a leading 
full-suite implementation provider of UKG’s workforce and human capital 
management.

Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

The acquisition boosts ATS’s workforce management capabilities and further 
strengthens its ability to deliver full-suite transformational solutions to clients.

Founded in 2000 as EasyHRWeb, primeFORCE became an affiliate of Prime Care 
Technologies in 2014. With headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia, primeFORCE is a 
15+ year UKG workforce management partner helping clients across the 

healthcare, manufacturing, services and distribution, and retail 
verticals evaluate, implement and adopt ideal workforce 
strategies and technologies.

“In a world of change — and with increased focus on delivering 
full-suite implementation from a singular partner and the ability to 
compete and thrive in current global markets — businesses are 
relying on an all-inclusive, connected approach to workforce and 
human capital management to realize operational excellence,” 
said Lou Sylaj, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of ATS 
Management Consulting.

He added, “primeFORCE’s industry knowledge and trusted 
relationships within the UKG ecosystem — coupled with its ability 
to deliver configurations that maximize clients’ investment in UKG 
Solutions and create customized end-user training to ensure full 
organizational adoption — will complement ATS’s capabilities and 
better position us to drive value for our clients.”

primeFORCE Vice President of Strategy Doug Montgomery said: 
“UKG continues to rapidly expand its solution offerings and gain 
global market share, so it is imperative that partners take meanin-
gful steps to match UKG’s focus on high-quality full-suite delivery. 
I am extremely excited for the unique opportunity to join with the 
amazing ATS team and instantly position ourselves for explosive 
global growth alongside UKG.”
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ATS Management Consulting, an exclusively UKG Partner, is a 
recognized leader in full-suite implementations of the Workforce 
and Human Capital Management components of UKG solutions, 
with client-side delivery, post-live premiere support services and 
managed payroll and HRIS.

Poised to support North American and global mergers, 
acquisitions and divestitures and certified across all UKG Pro and 
WFM products, processes, and internal procedures, the ATS 
team’s extensive field and functional experience help clients 
optimize their UKG experience and maximize their return on 
investment.
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